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ie dAcross the country there seems to be a greatY ield "deal of discussion about "high-yield strategies"
- classroom techniques that have research sup-
porting their utility at enhancing student
achievement.

I've seen this term in online courses, district
documents, and even in state documents. It's

ted by educators probably safe to say that I and my colleagues
have unwittingly fostered this phenomenon by

"ing, but not if it's widely our comments in at least three books: Classroom
Instruction That Works (Marzano, Pickering,
and Pollock 2001); Classroom Management That
Works (Marzano, Marzano, and Pickering
2003), and Classroom Assessment and Grading
That Work (Marzano 2006). In each book, we

~NO tried to explain that our findings and recom-
mendations were general and there was still
much to be learned about pedagogical expert-

ise. For example, in Clasnvoom Insmuction That Works, we mentioned that a number of
very important questions about the instructional strategies that we identified remained
unanswered:

Are some instructional strategies more effective in certain subject areas? Are some instruc-
tional strategies more effective at certain grade levels? Are some instructional strategies
more effective with students from different backgrounds? Are some instructional strategies
more effective with students of different aptitudes? (p. 9)

WVe also cautioned that research indicates that the instructional strategies we identi-
fied might have a positive effect on student achievement in some situations, but have a
negligible or even negative effect on student achievement in other situations. Our con-
clusion was: "Until we find the answers to the preceding questions, teachers should rely
on their knowledge of their students, their subject matter, and their situations to iden-
tify the most appropriate instructional strategies" (p. 9). Finally, we emphasized that our
list was highly limited in perspective. Effective pedagogy involves a variety of interact-
ing components. We tried to make the same points in all three books.

Given the qualifiers we placed on our findings and our suggestions, we felt quite good
about the initial reaction to the books. They appeared to encourage discussions about ef-
fective pedagogy in schools and districts across the country. 'While the positive effects of
these books are gratifying, there are some negative outcomes that seem to be growing in
scope and influence. Specifically, educators are making at least three mistakes when using
the lists of strategies presented in our books (and other books like them). Left unchecked,
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these mistakes can impede the development of effec-
tive teaching in classrooms across the country.

MISTAKE #1: FOCUSING ON A NARROW
RANGE OF STRATEGIES

Perhaps the most pervasive mistake is focusing on
a narrow range of strategies. We wrote the three books
listed above (as well as other related books) to convey

the message that effective teaching is a complex en-
deavor with many components. Classroom Instruction
7hat WVorks identifies nine categories of instructional
strategies. Classroom Management That Works identi-
fies five categories of management strategies. Class-
room Assessment and Grading That Work identifies four
categories of activities that go into developing and im-
plementing effective formative assessments. Focusing
on any single set of categories exclusively is a serious
mistake. In each book, the message is the same: The
entire constellation of strategies is necessary for a
complete view of effective teaching. Unfortunately, in
some schools and districts, this message was lost. This
happens quite frequently with the strategies listed in
Clasiroom Instruction That Works.

Classroom Instruction That Works listed nine cate-
gories of instructional strategies: 1) identifying sim-
ilarities and differences, 2) summarizing and note
taking, 3) reinforcing effort and providing recogni- A
tion, 4) homework and practice, 5) nonlinguistic
recommendations, 6) cooperative learning, 7) set- 4
ting objectives and providing feedback, 8) generat-
ing and testing hypotheses, and 9) cues, questions,
and advance organizers. These categories were quite
broad. For example, by definition, the category cues,
questions, and advance organizers combined at least
three independent but related types of instructional r
strategies. We referred to these strategies as "high-
probablit " strategies as opposed to "high-yield"
strategies. We explained our purpose in writing the
book as follows: "to identify those instructional
strategies that have a high probability of enhancing
student achievement" (pp. 6-7).

We explicitly warned that these categories of
strategies are only part of a comprehensive view of
teaching:IJ

We need to make one final comment on the limita-
tions of the conclusions that educators can draw
fro,m reading this book. Although the title of this
book speaks to instruction in a general sense, you
should note that we have limited our focus to in- 2
structional strategies. There are certainly other as- I
pects of classroom pedagogy that affect student
achievement. (p. 9)
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In spite of this warning, many teachers have told
me that their school or district focuses solely on
those nine categories. Principals provide teachers
with feedback on using these strategies after doing
instructional walkthroughs. In these schools and dis-
tricts, the so-called nine high-yield strategies repre-

sent the totality of what's ex-
A GLANCE pected regarding effective

nd districts are encour- teaching. This is poor prac-

ten requiring - teach- tice, just as it is poor practice
strategies identified in to focus solely on the strate-

'uction That Works by gies in Classroom Manage-
o, Deborah Pickering ment That Works or Class-
ck. But teaching is a room Assesnment and Grading
vor with many compo- That Work.

While beginning with a
that schools and dis- narrow focus is legitimate, a
remphasize the nine school or district must ex-
naking three mistakes. pand the breadth of its dis-

cussion of effective teaching.

n a narrow range of Where to begin is a matter of
preference. Starting with the

hat high-yield strate- nine high-probability strate-
e used in every class; gies in Classroom Instruction

That Works makes good
hat high-yield strate- sense. Starting with strate-
rays work. gies for classroom manage-

roader set of strategies ment also makes sense. In-
ruction, management, deed, based on the research,
nt and demonstrates one can make a case that class-

be used to broaden room management strategies
struction that leads to should be the initial focus if
nt learning, one is beginning with a nar-

row approach. To illustrate,
as a result of their analysis of 228 variables identified
in 86 chapters from annual research reviews, 44 hand-
book chapters, 20 government documents, and 11
journal articles, Wang, Haertel, and Walberg (1993)
rated classroom management strategies first in terms
of their impact on student achievement. Finally, given
the impressive findings reported by Black and Wil-
iam (1998) in their analysis of 250 studies, one could
make a case that classroom formative assessment
strategies are the best place to start.

The important message here is that providing
feedback to teachers regarding effective instruction
necessitates articulating a broad array of strategies
organized into a comprehensive framework. To
adapt a well-worn clich6, the whole is "more valid"
than the sum of its parts. In the book, The Art and Sci-
ence of Teaching (Marzano 2007), I tried to provide a
view of how a comprehensive framework of teach-
ing might be organized. This is shown in the chart
on page 33.

The chart lists 41 categories of strategies that rep-
resent the major areas of pedagogy identified in re-
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search as related to student achievement. In addition,
over the years, I've been involved in hundreds of ex-
perimental/control studies on the effects of these
strategies (see marzanoresearch.com).

While 41 categories of strategies may seem
daunting at first, something as complex as teaching
can't be reduced to nine categories of instructional
strategies, or five categories of management strate-
gies, or four categories of assessment strategies.
These categories aren't random behaviors that
might occur at any point during any class. Each is
best employed in a particular context.

The three broad areas in the chart represent the
most general types of what Leinhardt refers to as a
"lesson segments:"

This research-based information points to the fact
that lessons are constructed with multiple parts, or
lesson segments, each of which has important char-
acteristics. Each segment contains different roles
for teachers and students. Each segment has multi-
pIC goals, which can be more or less successfully met
by a variety of actions. Further, these segments are
supported by fluid, well-researched routines.
(Leinhardt 1990, pp. 21-22)

To paraphrase Leinhardt, at any point a teacher is
probably engaged in a utified set of actions - or seg-
ments - that have a common purpose. In the parl-
ance of The Art and Science of Teaching, there are three
general categories of segments signified by Roman
numerals I, H, and 1M1. These general categories are
organized into more specific types of segments. Un-
der content (I) are three different types of seginents
that manifest as three different types of lessons (A, B,
and C). Each lesson type is associated with a specific
purpose and specific strategies. Under routine activi-
ties (II) are two types of segments (D and E) that would
most likely occur in every lesson regardless of the con-
tent being addressed. Under behaviors that are en-
acted on the spot (III) are four types of segments (F,
G, H, and 1).

These segments and their related behaviors can
be used to obtain a more precise view of teaching.
Defining teaching using a narrow set of instruc-
tional strategies, management strategies, or assess-
ment strategies doesn't do justice to the complexity
of the teaching-learning process.

MISTAKE #2: ASSUMING THAT HIGH-YIELD
STRATEGIES MUST BE USED IN EVERY
CLASS

A school or district that uses a narrow list of in-
structional, management, or assessment strategies
will fall into the trap of assuming that all strategies
must be used in every classroom.

Let me illustrate using the nine categories of in-



FIG. 1

A Comprehensive List of Strategies that Relate to Effective Teaching

I. CONTENT III. BEHAVIORS TrAM

A. Lessons Involving New Content F. Engaging Studentt
STRATEGY STRATEGY

1. Identifying critical information (e.g., the teacher provides cues as to which in- 24. Noticing and reac
formation is important) A&S the classroom to

2. Organizing students to interact with new knowledge (e.g., the teacher organ- 25. Using academic
izes students into dyads or triads to discuss small chunks of content) CITW uses adaptations

3. Previewing new content (e.g., the teacher uses strategies such as: K-W-L, tion on academic
advance organizers, preview questions) CITW 26. Managing respoi

4. Chunking content into "digestible bites" (e.g., the teacher presents content in gies to ensure th.
small portions that are tailored to students' level of understanding) A&S cards, response.

5. Group processing of new information (e.g., after each chunk of information, 27. Using physical m
the teacher asks students to summarize and clarify what they have experi- dents to move p1
enced) CITW of content) CMTF

6. Elaborating on new information (e.g., the teacher asks questions that require 28. Maintaining a live
students to make and defend inferences) CITW struction in such

7. Recording and representing knowledge (e.g., the teacher ask students to 29. Demonstrating in'
summarize, take notes, or use nonlinguistic representations) CITW nonverbal signal,

8. Reflecting on learning (e.g., the teacher asks students to reflect on what they 30. Using friendly coi
understand or what they are still confused about) CAGTW dents to take ans

31. Providing opportt
B. Lessons Involving Practicing and Deepening Content That Has Been teacher uses tec

Previously Addressed sonal lives and in
STRATEGY 32. Presenting unusu

9. Reviewing content (e.g., the teacher briefly reviews related content addressed identification of ii
previously) CITW

10. Organizing students to practice and deepen knowledge (e.g., the teacher or-
ganizes students into groups designed to review information or practice G. Recognizing Adhe
skills) CITW and Procedures

11. Practicing skills, strategies, and processes (the teacher uses massed and dis- STRATEGY
tributed practice) CITW 33. Demonstrating "v

12. Examining similarities and differences (e.g., the teacher engages students in behavior that mig
comparing, classifying, creating analogies and metaphors) CITW diately) CMTW

13. Examining errors in reasoning (e.g., the teacher asks students to examine in- 34. Applying conseqi
formal fallacies, propaganda, bias) A&S adherence to rult

14. Using homework (e.g., the teacher uses homework for independent practice 35. Acknowledging a
or to elaborate on information) CITW knowledges adhi

15. Revising knowledge (e.g., the teacher asks students to revise entries in note- CMTW
books to clarify and add to previous information) CITW

C. Lessons Involving Cognitively Complex Tasks (Generating and
Testing Hypotheses) H. Maintaining Effect

STRATEGY STRATEGY
16. Organizing students for cognitively complex tasks (e.g., the teacher organizes 36. Understanding st

students into small groups to facilitate cognitively complex tasks) CITW out knowledge al
17. Engaging students in cognitively complex tasks (e.g., the teacher engages mal, friendly disc

students in decision-making tasks, problem-solving tasks, experimental in- 37. Using behaviors t
quiry tasks, investigation tasks) C1TW mor and friendly

18. Providing resources and guidance (e.g., the teacher makes resources avail- 38. Displaying object
able that are specific to cognitively complex tasks and helps students exe- cate he or she dc

cute such tasks) A&S

1n. ROUTINE ACTIMTIES I. Communicating Him
STRATEGY

D. Communicating Learning Goals, Tracking Student Progress, and 39. Demonstrating va
Celebrating Success teacher demonst

STRATEGY students as with
19. Providing clear learning goals and scales to measure those goals (e.g., the 40. Asking questions

teacher provides or reminds students about a specific learning goal) CAGTW tions of low-expe
20. Tracking student progress (e.g., using formative assessment, the teacher helps culty as with high

students chart their individual and group progress on a learning goal) CAGTW 41. Probing incorrect
21. Celebrating student success (e.g., the teacher helps student acknowledge quires into incorr

and celebrate current status on a learning goal as well as knowledge gain) depth and rigor a
CAGTW, CITW

E. Establishing and Maintaining Classroom Rules and Procedures © Robert J. Marzano
STRATEGY

22. Establishing classroom routines (e.g., the teacher reminds students of a rule CITW: addressed in Cl,
or procedure or establishes a new rule or procedure) CMTW lock 2001). CMTW: ad

23. Organizing the physical layout of the classroom for learning (e.g., the teacher Pickering, and Marzan
organizes materials, traffic patterns, and displays to enhance learning) Grading That Works (M
CMTW Teaching (Marzano 20C

ARE ENACTED ON THE SPOT AS SITUATIONS OCCUR

S

ting when students are not engaged (e.g., the teacher scans
monitor students' level of engagement) CMTW

games (e.g., when students are not engaged, the teacher
of popular games to reengage them and focus their atten-
content) A&S

nse rates during questioning (e.g., the teacher uses strate-
at multiple students respond to questions such as: response
chaining, voting technologies) A&S
ovement (e.g., the teacher uses strategies that require stu-
hysically such as: vote with your feet, physical reenactments
N
ly pace (e.g., the teacher slows and quickens the pace of in-
a way as to enhance engagement) CMTW

tensity and enthusiasm (e.g., the teacher uses verbal and
s that he or she is enthusiastic about the content) CMTW
ntroversy (e.g., the teacher uses techniques that require stu-
d defend a position about content) A&S
unities for students to talk about themselves (e.g., the
hniques that allow students to relate content to their per-
terests) CMTW
al information (e.g., the teacher provides or encourages the
ntriguing information about the content) A&S

rence and Lack of Adherence to Classroom Rules

ithitness" (e.g., the teacher is aware of variations in student
ght indicate potential disruptions and attends to them imme-

uences (e.g., the teacher applies consequences to lack of
es and procedures consistently and fairly) CMTW
dherence to rules and procedures (e.g., the teacher ac-
erence to rules and procedures consistently and fairly)

ive Relationships with Students

udents' interests and backgrounds (e.g., the teacher seeks
bout students and uses that knowledge to engage in infor-
ussions with students) CMTW
hat indicate affection for students (e.g., the teacher uses hu-
banter appropriately with students) CMTW
ivity and control (e.g., the teacher behaves in ways that indi-
ces not take infractions personally) CMTW

gh Expectations

lue and respect for low-expectancy students (e.g., the
rates the same positive affective tone with low-expectancy
high-expectancy students) A&S
of low-expectancy students (e.g., the teacher asks ques-
ctancy students with the same frequency and level of diffi-

i-expectancy students) A&S
answers with low-expectancy students (e.g., the teacher in-

ect answers with low-expectancy students with the same
is with high-expectancy students) A&S

2009)

lssroom Instruction That Works (Marzano, Pickering, and Pol-
dressed in Classroom Management That Works (Marzano,
o 2003). CAGTW: addressed in Classroom Assessment and
arzano 2006). A&S: addressed in The Art and Science of
7) but not addressed in CITVV, CMTVV, or CAGTVV.
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structional strategies reported in Claxswoom Instruction dressed (see B), or it might involve applying knowl-
That Works. If an administrator or instructional coach edge through complex tasks that require generating
observes a classroom and doesn't see evidence of the and testing hypotheses (see C). Other than content,
nine instructional strategies, teachers tell me they are an observer might note that something has occurred
asked why they didn't use one or more strategies. This in class that must be addressed immediately. This
contradicts the implicit message in our chart: A spe- could involve the teacher attending to engagement
cific inmsuctional.strategy is e&fective only when used in the when it appears to be waning (see F). The teacher
specific situation f.r which it was designed. To illustrate, could be recognizing and acknowledging adherence
consider summarizing and note taking - two strate- to a classroom rule or procedure or recognizing and
gies from Classroom Instruction That Works. These acknowledging lack of adherence to a rule or proce-

dure (see G). Or the teacher could be
Focusing on any single set of categories exclusively is doing something to establish or

a serious mistake. maintain an effective relationship
with students (see H). Finally, the
teacher could be communicating

strategies make perfect sense when a lesson focuses that all students are expected to achieve at high lev-
on new content (see A). However, they don't make as els (see I).
much sense when a lesson involves cognitively com-
plex tasks that require students to generate and test MISTAKE #3: ASSUMING THAT HIGH-YIELD
hypotheses (see C). In those lessons, teachers want STRATEGIES WILL ALWAYS WORK
students to apply what they've learned in previous les- The term "high yield" encourages educators to
sons. The two types of lessons, then, have very differ- assume that strategies identified in the research are
ent purposes and therefore employ different sets of guaranteed to work. For the record, I've tried to
strategies. Consequently, if a teacher is engaging stu- avoid using this term over the last decade. As men-
dents in a lesson that involves cognitively complex tioned previously, we used the term "high probabil-
tasks that require generating and testing hypotheses, ity" strategies in Classroom Instruction That Works. If
summarizing and note taking probably wouldn't be you examine the research on classroom strategies
the best instructional strategies. Instead, as indicated (whether they relate to instruction, management, or
in C, the teacher should be organizing students in assessment), you'll find that some have an average
groups to process cognitively complex tasks; engag- effect size that's larger than others. To illustrate,
ing students in cognitively complex tasks like decision Hattie (2009) examined 146,142 effect sizes from
making, problem solving, experimental inquiry, or in- studies on educational strategies, programs, and
vestigation; and then acting as a resource provider practice. From this, he identified 138 variables,
and guide. Sumnnarizing and note taking are proba- many of which were instructional strategies and
bly non sequiturs in this context - these strategies school- or district-level inmovations. He even or-
don't fit well within this particular type of lesson. dered them from highest to lowest in terms of effect
Even worse, requiring a teacher to use summarizing sizes. Feedback was one of the highest ranked in-
or note-taking strategies during a lesson that's geared structional strategies. This strategy is reflected in
toward complex tasks involving hypothesis genera- 19, 20, and 21 of the chart - setting clear goals,
tion and testing is probably recommending poor tracking student progress, and celebrating success,
practice. respectively. But, an examination of the research on

T1b provide effective feedback to teachers as the re- feedback indicates that even this "very high-yield"
stilt of a walkthrough or an extended observation re- strategy doesn't always work to enhance student
quires that the observer first ask himself or herself, achievement. For example, when Kluger and
"What am I observing right now?" If it's the begin- DeNisi (1996) examined the results of 607 experi-
ning or ending of class, the observer might expect to mental/control studies on the effect of feedback,
see routine activities. Those routine behaviors might they found that over 30% of them showed a nega-
involve communicating learning goals, tracking stu- tive effect on student achievement.
dent progress, or celebrating success (see D) or they I've observed the same phenomenon with virtu-
might involve establishing and maintaining class- ally every strategy and every innovation I've exam-
room routines or organizing the physical layout of ined. I've come to the conclusion that you can ex-
the classroom for learning (see E). If content is be- pect anywhere from 20% to 40% of the studies in
ing addressed, the observer must determine which of any given area to report negative results. While this
three types of lesson is occurring. The lesson might might surprise or even discourage some, that's sim-
involve new content (see A), it might involve practic- ply the nature of the social sciences, in which there
ing and deepening content that was previously ad- are a wide variety of variables that determine
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whether a particular strategy is going to produce begin developing a language of instruction by focus-
positive results in any given situation. The lesson to ing on a list of instructional strategies, management
be learned is that educators must always look to strategies, or assessment strategies. But this is just a
whether a particular strategy is producing the de- beginning.
sired results as opposed to simply assuming that if a Second, the common language of instruction
strategy is being used, positive results will ensue. If should become part of discussion and feedback with
a strategy doesn't appear to be work-
ing well, educators must adapt the A school or district that uses a narrow list of instructional,
strategy as needed or use other management, or assessment strategies will fall into the trap of
strategies. '[his is yet another reason
why teachers shouldn't he required assuming that all strategies must be used in every classroom.
to use specific strategies. Since none
are guaranteed to work, teachers must have the free-
doin and flexibility to adapt or try something differ-
cnt when student learning isn't forthcoming.

WHAT'S A SCHOOL OR DISTRICT TO DO?

"(iven my cautions, a reasonable question is what
is a district or school to do? First, a district or school
should have a common language of instruction - a
way to talk about instruction that's shared by every-
one in the district or school. But that common lan-
guage of instruction should be comprehensive and
robust. It should involve segments that address three
broad areas: content lessons, routines, and things
that occur in class that must be addressed on the spot
- sections 1, II, and III respectively. A district can

teachers. Both discussion and feedback are critical to
developing expertise (see Ericcson and Charness
1994). Walkthroughs are probably the most com-
mon way that teachers receive feedback on their use
of strategies. As mentioned above, feedback gener-
ated from walkthroughs must not be limited to a
narrow set of instructional strategies. Rather, feed-
back from walkthroughs must identify the type of
segment that was observed (routines, specific types
of lessons, or behaviors that must be enacted on the
spot) and the use of specific strategies appropriate to
that segment.

In addition, rather than being seen solely as a ve-
hicle to provide teachers with feedback, walkthroughs
should be viewed as a vehicle for the observers to

Also available
Dr. Robert Marzano's Suite
Seven online resources connecting teacher
growth to student achievement
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learn how strategies manifest in the classroom. When teachers in their classrooms. Groups of administra-
this is the perspective, administrators and supervisors tots descend onl classrooms with clipboards and
aren't the only ones who observe classrooms. Indeed, checklists, caucus brieflv in the hallway, and then

they aren't even the most important ones involved in deliver a set of simplistic messages about what needs
fixing. This kind of practice is antithetical to the

making ob)servatlons. Rather, teams of teachers purposes of instructional rounds and profoundly
should observe classes, using the district or school antiprofessional. (2009, p. 4)
language of instruction as the framework for their ob-
servations. As a result of their observations, they may This quote captures perfectly the sentiment ex-
provide the observed teacher with comments summa- pressed to me by many K-12 teachers across the
rizing what they saw. More important, members of country. They typically see walkthroughs as unpro-
the observing group gather to debrief on their expe- fessional because they focus on a narrow list of in-
riences. Typically, this involves the observer teachers structional strategies and feedback is given from the
comparing how they saw other teachers using a par- perspective that these strategies must be exhibited in

every classroom.
The instructional strategies we identified might have a Third, using strategies effec-

positive effect on student achievement in some situations t- ively is a means to an end. The ul-
timate criterion for successful

or a negligible or even negative effect on student teaching should be student knowl-

achievement in other situations, edge gain. Classroom strategies are
tools to produce knowledge gain. Of

ticular strategy with how they use the same strategy course, this means someone must collect data on
in their classrooms. The emphasis is on the observer student learning. This has always been problematic
teachers using the information gleaned from their ob- because test data in the form of common assess-
servations to reflect on their own practice. ments and benchmark assessments aren't easily col-

This is at the heart of what City and her colleagues lected regarding a specific observation that has been
(2009) refer to as "instructional rounds." Briefly, in- made with a specific teacher. Fortunately for the
structional rounds are modeled on medical rounds. purposes of informing discussion about effective
Although there are several versions of medical rounds, teaching, such data can be quite informal (see Dis-
City and her colleagues explain that the most coin- trict Leadership That Works by myself and Tim Wa-
mon manifestation is for groups of medical interns, ters for more detail on this subject). Teachers can as-
residents, and supervising or attending physicians to sess students' knowledge gain by developing and us-
visit patients and then discuss possible treatnents. ing pretests and posttests and computing a simple
City and her colleagues explain how groups of teach- gain score for each student. More sophisticated
ers, instructional coaches, and administrators can do mathematical calculations, such as residual scores,
the same by visiting classrooms and then discussing can easily be calculated if pretest and posttest data
what they observed. Although teachers who have are available. A very efficient way to estimate stu-
been observed receive feedback regarding the dents' knowledge gain is simply to ask students to
group's observations, the discussions that follow are rate how much they have learned in a given lesson
intended to enhance the expertise of the observers, or a set of lessons. In Hattie's analysis of the research

City and her colleagues emphasize that rounds on 138 variables that encompassed 146,142 effect
are not to be used for evaluative purposes. Rather, sizes, students' rating of their own knowledge gain
they are to be used to increase the pedagogical skill had the highest average effect size - over three
of educators within a district or school through the times larger than the average effect size exhibited in
reflective discussion that ensues. Unfortunately, in the 138 variables. Hattie referred to this as "self-re-
many schools and districts, walkthroughs have de- port grades." Student self-reports on their learning
volved into terse, formulaic feedback to teachers. As is an easy and apparently legitimate way to obtain in-
City and her colleagues note: formation in the course of walkthroughs or instruc-

tional rounds regarding student achievement within
Unfortunately, the practice ofwalkthroughs has be- the context of a specific lesson or set off lessons.
come corrupted in many ways by confounding it
with supervision and evaluation of teachers. The CONCLUSION
purpose of some walkthroughs has been to identify Classroom strategies in books like Clas.roon In-
deficiencies in classroom practice and to "fix" s sron thateWors in -ookl Canagem InT

teachers who manifest these deficiencies. In many stniction That Works, Classroom Management Tbat

instances, judgments about what needs fixing are Works, and Clas.rmoom Asses.rment and Grading That
made on the basis of simplistic checklists that have Work are good places to start. But districts and schools
little or nothing to do with direct experience of must move beyond simple lists to a comprehensive
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framework or language of instruction that is the basis
for professional dialogue. In terms of providing
teachers with feedback, the focus must always be on
student learning and the perspective must always be
that instructional strategies are a means to an end.
Checklist approaches to providing feedback to teach-
ers probably don't enhance pedagogical expertise,
particularly when they focus on a narrow list of in-
structional, managcnicnt, or assessment strategies. In
famct, such practice is antithetical to true reflective
practice. As (ity and colleagues note, such behavior
is profoundly anti-professional. K
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